
To consider the file federally, deploy federal forces to defend borders,
Sayyid Al-Hakeem determines five articles to deal with armed groups in Iraq

At Baghdad Bureau for Political and Social Elites on Saturday, 12/3/2022, Sayyid Ammar Al-

Hakeem, head of the Al-Hikma National Movement, discussed with the attendees the political

landscape updates, the opportunities for the success of the government to provide services and

restore the trust of the Iraqi street in the political system. After listening to the

attendees, H.E. illustrated that the political crisis that preceded the formation of the

government is due to the imbalance produced by the last elections. As lack of balance causes

instability. H.E. also indicated that a national majority government represents a solution to

our reality if it harmonizes with saving the balance and representing the components.

His Eminence called everyone to stand together in facing the negative language and spreading

frustration. The importance of separating between bringing up negatives to diagnose and address

them and agendas that seek to demonize everything and undermine every achievement, indicating

the nature of challenges facing Mr. Al-Sudani’s government, which are the frustration of the

people and the how-to satisfy the Iraqi streets, at the same time, manage the ambitions of the

political powers and their desire to participate, and the third challenge comes in managing the

countries institutions, empower them, take care of the public interest, and reassuring the

regional environment and the national community that Iraq will not take side with a party

against another, and Iraq is maintaining his relations based on the supreme national interest

and to preserve its sovereignty.

H.E. affirmed the success factors that Mr. Al-Sudani’s government possesses, which are the

international and regional understanding, Iraq’s role in energy chains, parliamentary coverage

through the Coalition of State Administration, financial abundance, and security stability.

H.E. called to confront challenges and add more unity and standing together. 

H.E. also called to combat corruption by curbing it and then opening previous cases to target

their whales. Whomever they are or whichever party they’re following. H.E. also called for

automation, adopting modern systems, ending paper usage, and cutting red tape, reiterating the

importance of strategic addressing for the outstanding issues between Baghdad and Erbil by

using the constitution.



To preserve Iraq’s sovereignty, Sayyid Al-Hakeem stipulated five conditions, the first of which

was to deal with the file as an Iraqi federal sovereign file, the second is to deploy Iraqi

forces on the Iraq-Iran-Iraq-Turkey border strip, the third is to deal with groups that are

refugees in specific, far-from-border and demilitarized camps in addition to lifting political

and media coverage on the work of these groups and abiding by the constitution so that Iraq

will not be a station or corridor to threaten neighboring states and obliging neighboring

states to coordinate with the federal government in any step to pursue those who oppose the

Iraqi  government's  seriousness  by  assuming  its  responsibility  to  prevent  terrorist

organizations  from  attacking  neighboring  states.


